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Dear Virtual Science Team!

Hello! I work in the lab where I use microscopes to look very closely at a very special group of 
small animals brought back from sea by our scientists. 

Have you ever seen a snail or slug out in your yard or garden? Of course, you have. Well, these 
terrestrial (fancy word for “land”) snails have cousins that live in the sea. I study a kind of marine 
snail called Heteropods. These marine gastropods are little floating or swimming animals found 
all over the world. They are kind of like little globs of snot looking for other snot-like creatures to 
eat! 

Heteropods come in several shapes and sizes. Some have very thin shells that cover their whole 
body. Some are just a tiny part of their anatomy called the visceral mass (kind of like your stom-
ach and intestines). 

There are only a few scientists in the world and through history who have studied heteropods.  
We have identified and classified these cool animals into three main groups: 1) Atlantidae; 2) 
Carinariidae; and 3) Pterotracheidae. Wow! Such big names for such little animals. We divide the 
animals in to groups to helps us learn more about them and understand them.

What do I do? When the DEEPEND Team brings up Heteropods in the MOCNESS, I record the 
name of the animals, where it was found, and how deep. I also measure the size of their eyes and 
take a sample of their tissue to look at their DNA. 

Why do I do this? I want to understand them better. I want to know what these animals do all day 
and all night long. How do they spend their time? Are their eyes are smaller or bigger if they live 
deeper in the ocean. 
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Of course, the DNA information will tell us a lot more about how these special animals.

We believe that heteropods are an important part of the ocean food web. Do you know what a 
food web is? Well, let’s see. Let me give you an example of my food web. I like to eat tacos. 
That means I rely on ranchers who raise cows and chicken as well as the farmers who grow the 
other vegetables that I like on my tacos. These different foods are a part of the food web that 
connects me to those sources that make up my favorite tacos! Marine animals are connected 
through what each type of animal likes to eat. 

We think that heteropods are an important source of food and they feed many animals. But we 
want to learn more about who eats heteropods and what heteropods eat.

I love to look at all the different kinds of heteropods. I think they are very fascinating and even 
quite cute! Why would anyone want to study such an unknown group of marine animals? That’s 
the answer! There is so much to learn about heteropods. Since scientists know little about this 
group of marine snails, I have the opportunity to learn things no one has figured out before or yet 
discovered. That is very exciting to me! 

Time to get back to work. I can’t wait to learn more about my little heteropods!

Kris Clark
Team Cephalopodr
Seamail@whaletimes.org
Creep into the DEEPEND Mission

Kris
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